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ORICO-M231C3-GY-BP HDD ENCLOSURE (Grey)
Conveniently use your hard drives and simplify your work. The ORICO M231C3-GY-BP external case allows for file transfer speeds of up to
6  Gbps  and comes with  a  2-in-1  USB cable  (USB-C  to  USB-A  /  USB-C),  making  it  easy  to  connect  to  your  chosen device.  The  product
stands out with its wide compatibility, and it is made of a durable aluminum alloy that efficiently dissipates heat. All of this contributes to
efficient and reliable performance!
 
Impressive Performance
The external hard drive enclosure is the perfect solution for graphic designers, photographers, and anyone who works with multiple files
and frequently transfers them between devices. The M231C3-GY-BP model allows for data transfer speeds of up to 6 Gbps, allowing you
to transfer your photos or videos in the blink of an eye. With ORICO, you'll save valuable time! An advanced chip that supports the NVMe
PCIe 3.0 protocol ensures efficient and stable operation.
 
Wide Compatibility
The product is compatible with M.2 SS 2280, 2260, 2242, and 2230 drives with a maximum capacity of 4 TB. You don't have to worry
about running out of space for your files! In addition, the enclosure works perfectly with Windows, macOS, and Linux operating systems –
no additional drivers need to be installed. You can also use it with projectors or game consoles without any issues. The product is easy to
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install.
 
2-in-1 Cable Included
The package also includes a practical 2-in-1 cable. One of its connectors is equipped with an additional adapter, allowing it to function as
both  a  USB-C to  USB-C and a  USB-C to  USB-A cable.  So,  you don't  need to  use  additional  adapters!  The cable  also  supports  PD 60W
output, ensuring incredible performance.
 
Enhanced Design
The case is made of aluminum alloy and features a thermal pad, ensuring excellent heat dissipation and protection against overheating.
This  translates  to  efficient  operation.  It  also  stands  out  for  its  high  durability  and  resistance  to  damage.  An  integrated  LED  indicator
provides information about  its  status.  Furthermore,  after  10 minutes of  inactivity,  the device automatically  enters  sleep mode,  saving
energy and extending the life of the enclosed drive.
 
Brand
ORICO
Model
M231C3-GY-BP
Color
Gray
Material
Aluminum Alloy
Output
USB 3.2 Gen2 USB-C
Transmission Speed
Up to 6 Gbps
Cable
USB-C to USB-C / USB-A (2 in 1, 30 cm)
Weight
130 g
Dimensions
109 x 30 x 13.2 mm
Compatibility
Windows, macOS, Linux

Price:

Before: € 35.4978

Now: € 30.00

IT Accessories, Drive Boxes
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